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Abstract
This paper explains the statistical procedure used by Chitika Insights in producing the recent
infographic and article on iPhone Usage Rates by State. At Chitika, during the month of
December, we observed that between states, iPhone usage rates were positively correlated with
education level and population density. We utilized the stepwise weighted least squares
regression to quantify the relationship between the variables.

1 Introduction
Chitika produces a regular series of reports recognizing unique trends in internet usage. These
trends can help better identify consumer behavior. For the study on iPhone usage rates, we
wanted to understand how iPhone app activity varied by state in order to provide additional
clarity for marketers and advertisers.
Previous research on smartphone usage rates indicates that users of Apple's iPhone are the
largest source of smartphone Internet activity in North America. Among app-based smartphone
activity, iPhone users generate a plurality of the continental total (46.0%), significantly ahead of
second-place Samsung (30.3%), see [1]. While Apple has enjoyed a sizable share of the North
American smartphone marketplace since the first iPhone in 2007, the company's competitors
have made decided inroads in recent years. As the smartphone has become a more integral
computing device for a greater percentage of consumers, understanding the wider range of usage
rates between different states can help marketers better target regionalized campaigns based upon
the broader preferences of users within particular states.
It is imperative to clarify that the model and the analysis below are not comprehensive. The data
on both the dependent and the independent variables are at the state level, thus removing a great
deal of granularity from the analysis. Moreover, there are several other independent variables
which could be included. The model being used, however, provides a good framework for
further research.

2 Data Sources
Cidewalk is Chitika's local advertising platform that, through its integration with multiple online
ad exchanges, is able to observe billions of North American app-based advertisements every
week. The company collects and analyzes data from user agent information provided by apps
serving an ad impression request to one of the online ad exchanges. Chitika maintains a database
internally that is used to identify the device model present in the user agent, along with
information about the state where the search query originated. This database is constantly being
renewed as new devices are released.

For the iPhone usage rate study, the data were collected from impressions catalogued from
December 25 through December 31, 2014, thus including traffic from devices given as gifts
during the 2014 Christmas holiday. The data for all the independent variables were collected
from the most recent Census1, and American Community Survey (ACS)2 data.

3 Methodology
After collecting app-based smartphone Internet traffic across all U.S. impressions observed
through the Cidewalk platform, the data were organized by state. iPhone usage rates were
calculated based on the percentage of a given state's total smartphone app traffic that originated
from iPhones.
As data are analyzed in aggregate, the method we chose for this analysis is weighted least
squares regression. This was our preferred method, as the theoretical framework for weighted
least squares regression allows data points representing a larger state (such as California) to have
more bearing on predictive power than smaller states.
The assumed structure of the weighted least squares function can be specified as:
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥 ∗ 𝐴 + 𝐵
Where f(x) is a vector of ratios, x is an m (# of examples) by n (# of features) matrix, A is an n x
1 matrix of coefficients, and B is an m x 1 matrix where all elements are equal to the intercept
term. The matrix x includes such information as state median age, median income, population
density, percentage of population with at least a bachelor’s degree, and percentage of population
under 18 years old.
The objective function for our least squares model is to minimize the term:
𝑚

𝑊𝑆𝑆 = ∑

𝑤𝑖 ∗ ((𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓(𝑥)𝑖 )2 )

𝑖=1

Where i corresponds to our ith example, w is a vector of weights corresponding to sample size in
each example, and y is a vector of actual iPhone shares.
A weakness in using linear regression is a lack of bounding in our f(x) variable (as realistically,
f(x) should be bounded within the range [0,1]). However, in practice, the range of our y variable
is small enough to mitigate this concern.
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3.1 Analysis
The analysis for this model was performed in R.
Before creating models, features were scaled down to have a mean value of 0, in order to have
coefficients where the absolute value of the coefficient signifies extra significance in the model,
and to remove potential issues regarding larger scale variables superseding smaller variables.
After performing necessary preprocessing of the data, two different models were generated using
the following commands:
mod.lm <- lm(percent_iPhone ~ .,data=dat4,weights=dat$total_hits)
mod.step.lm <- stepAIC(mod.lm,direction="both")
The first model uses all features included in the sample set, while the second selects a subset of
features designed to minimize the Akaike information criterion (AIC), defined as:
𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 2 ∗ (𝑛 − 𝑙𝑛(𝐿))
Where n is the number of features in our model, and L is the likelihood function of the fit. This
equation rewards models with a small feature space, thus helps eliminate the more redundant
variables.

For a ranged estimate between 0 and 1, a glm model was also fit using the following command:
mod.glm <- glm(cbind(iPhone_hits,non_iPhone_hits) ~
.,data=dat3,family=binomial(link="logit"))
The result of which was compared to our linear model fits. Because this model includes sample
size in the dependency, weighting was unnecessary. The glm fit is a sigmoid transformation of
our original linear fit in the form:
𝑔(𝑓(𝑥)) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑓(𝑥)

4 Results
The stepwise weighted least squares regression for iPhone usage rates establishes a positive
correlation between iPhone smartphone usage share and two independent variables; percentage
of population with a Bachelor’s Degree or higher and Population Density. A summary of the
model output is given below:
Model
Linear
Stepwise Linear
Logit

Intercept
0.48617
0.4879
-0.05543

Population Density Median Income Bachelors Degree Median Age Population Under 18
0.01533
-0.0085
0.02495
-0.00515
0.0013
0.0105
0
0.02
0
0
0.061666
-0.03423
0.1001
-0.02058
0.00531

The linear model corresponds to the original linear model, which uses all features. The stepwise
linear model eliminates redundant variables, leaving only two of the original five features in. The
logit model performs a probabilistic estimate based on the aforementioned sigmoid
transformation, and highlights that both the Bachelor’s Degree and Population Density variables
have the largest weight on the overall model fit.

5 Conclusion
Our analysis does point towards state-level evidence on the factors affecting iPhone usage rates.
iPhone usage shares are positively correlated with level of education and population density at
the state-level. The relationship also held across median income as well, however the high
correlation in median income and education level resulted in redundancy of this particular
variable.
As a practical matter, there are further potential benefits to improve the understanding of brandbased smartphone usage rates between and within states.
Future research should expand on the model we have considered by including other variables
which can impact brand-based smartphone usage rates, such as the percentage of state residents
employed in certain industries (e.g. retail, hospitality, finance, etc.) Through a more systematic
study of factors which effect iPhone usage rates, along with building a non-heuristic profile of a
user more likely to use iPhone, marketers and advertisers will be better positioned to effectively
plan and monetize their investments.
This analysis provides further justification for the theoretical approaches used at Chitika and
Cidewalk to understand shifts in the online world.

